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INTRODUCTION
The complexity of text comprehension demands a computational approach to describe the
cognitive processes involved. The computational implementation of the Landscape Model of
reading was designed to meet that need. This model captures both on-line comprehension
processes during reading and the off-line memory representation after reading is completed,
incorporating both memory-based and coherence-based mechanisms of comprehension. Several
studies comparing computational and behavioral data indicate that the implemented model is
able to account for cycle-by-cycle comprehension processes and memory for a variety of text
types and reading situations. For a detailed description of the model’s architecture, basic settings,
and applications we recommend the paper below. Please, contact us if you need additional
information.
van den Broek, P., Young, M., Tzeng, Y., & Linderholm, T. (1999). The landscape model of
reading. In H. van Oostendorp & S. R. Goldman (Eds.), The construction of mental
representations during reading (pp. 71-98). Mahwah, NJ: Erlbaum.

Linderholm, T., Virtue, S., Tzeng, Y., & van den Broek, P. (2004). Flunctuations in the
availability of information during reading: Capturing cognitive processes using the
Landscape Model. Discourse Processes, 37, 165-186.

van den Broek, P., Rapp, D. N., & Kendeou, P. (2005). Integrating memory-based and
constructionist approaches in accounts of reading comprehension. Discourse Processes,
39, 299-316.
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SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS AND INSTALLATION
The program designed with C++ programming language could run on Microsoft
Windows 95, 98, ME, XP and 2000 with 64MB (minimum) of RAM. Users who have obtained
the program can click on the Setup.exe file and the package will install the program
automatically and generate the Landscape folder in the Program Files folder with the executive
file, Landscape.exe, and several demonstration files – Demo1.lm, and Demo2.lm. For now, the
interface of the program is in English but it will take any languages as model inputs as long as
those languages are supported by Microsoft Windows.
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THE MODEL INPUT
The input to the program consists of a single file that includes three components that
should be labeled [Text Area], [Unit Area], and [Activation Type Area]—including the square
brackets (see example on page 15, Demo1.lm). These are the three components that the
Landscape Model reads and simulates (Figure 1). We describe each component in detail below.

Figure 1. The Model Input

I. Text Area
In the [Text Area] component, users can type any text without affecting the results of the
simulation. Users can type in memos, comments, or (as we recommend) the text they use for the
simulation.
II. Unit Area
In the [Unit Area] component, users provide the cue words for the individual parsed text
units from the text, with each cue word within a single input cycle separated by a comma. Note
that users can decide the unit of analysis in each cycle according to the theory under
consideration (e.g., propositions, events, idea units, sentences, and so on). In the example
discussed in this manual we use major propositions as text units but users can define text units
according to their theoretical purposes (e.g., concepts, main ideas, sentences, and so on). Reading
cycles should be separated by hitting the ENTER key. The final cue word in a reading cycle does
not need a comma. This format must be followed strictly. Each row of this section is taken as a
reading cycle and each cue word within the row is taken as a proposition within a cycle. For a
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text with n cycles, readers should type in n rows in this area with each row consisting of its
constituent cue words. The Landscape program will use this input to decide the number of
reading cycles for the current text and the number of propositions within each cycle. In addition,
these cue words will be used as output labels.
III. Activation Type Area
In the section [Activation Type Area], provide the types of activation each unit receives.
These types of activation are labeled using a single alphabetic symbol or a string of alphabetic
symbols (e.g., ‘c’ or ‘cau’ for causal, ‘r’ or ‘ref’ for referential, and so on). Units that are not
activated in a given cycle are assigned a zero ‘0’. As in the [Unit Area] section, each type of
activation unit must be separated by a comma and each reading cycle by the ENTER key. Units
at the end of each reading cycle do not need a comma. The number of reading cycles in the
[Activation Type Area] and in the [Unit Area] sections should be the same.
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RUNNING THE MODEL
Running the LS Program
When users enter all the required information in the three components [Text Area], [Unit
Area], and [Activation Type Area] they may proceed to run the program by selecting Model –
Parse on the menu bar. If all the required information has been provided, the program will start
running. This is indicated by a ‘running man’ icon that appears on the menu. Users can proceed
to set the model’s parameter values by clicking on the ‘running man’ icon. A menu will appear
(Figure 2) that includes four important components: Sources of Activation, Free Parameters,
Model Architecture, and Run or Cancel. We describe the function of each component below.

Figure 2. Running the Model

I. Sources of Activation
The program contains several default types of activation (referential, causal, and enabling
connections); the activation values associated with these default sources are based on prior
research. However, users can modify the values for their own theoretical purposes, as well as add
other types of activation.
If there are any undefined activation variables, and you attempt to run the program you
will get an error message “Some user-defined Activation Values have not been set!” The
program will pick out the undefined activation source variables and ask you to define their
activation values one by one. All you need to do is to type in the numerical value that represents
the activation value for each variable name (if no values are desired, hit ‘OK’ and the model will
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assume zero values). To avoid this error you may hit the “Create more Sources of activation”
button and the program will prompt you to define the sources of activation that are undefined.
II. Free Parameters
The program contains several default values for Cohort Effect, Learning Rate, Activation
and Retrieval Threshold that are based on prior research. The Cohort Effect parameter
determines the cohorts that are formed among text units; larger cohort parameter values produce
bigger activation cohort effects. During the process of building cohorts in readers’ working
memory, text unit interconnections are built through a delta learning rule. This learning
mechanism follows an asymptotic curve as reading elements co-occur more than once in
working memory. The amount of learning for each co-occurrence among reading elements is
determined by the Learning Rate parameter; larger learning rate parameter values mimic faster
learning rate. Activation Threshold is a very low activation value that is taken by the program to
decide whether this amount of activation means no activation at all and, therefore, the program
will end a loop. It has no particular theoretical interest and is chosen arbitrarily. Retrieval
Threshold sets the minimum connection value between text units that can be retrieved during the
process of retrieval. It determines the number of text units that will be retrieved and, therefore,
mimics readers’ criteria of retrieving.
All free parameter values can be modified according to the user’s theoretical purposes,
but we recommend using the default ones unless there is a strong theoretical reason to do
otherwise. For example, users may model slow or fast readers by changing the value for the
Cohort or Learning Rate parameters accordingly.
III. Model Architecture
The program contains several default values in this section as well. In the box of Delta
rule, users have the choice of reduced versus normal expectancy. Expectancy is a property of the
delta learning rule; reduced expectancy results in a more stable performance of the model. Users
also have choices as to whether to enable working memory capacity constraint and the retrieval
component. Once a user enables the working memory module, a choice of capacity value can be
made. The Activation function also gives users a choice between a sigmoid or a linear function
for the learning curve. As noted above, unless there are strong theoretical reasons to do otherwise
we recommend using the default options for each of these parameters.
Another important feature in this section is the Reading Cycles options. By selecting
Reading Cycles, the user will be prompted to enter the number of cycles that are read. By
changing this value, readers can model reading of a subset of all possible cycles. For example,
there are 12 reading cycles in the sample text. If one enters 10 in this menu, the model will read
only the first 10 cycles. If users intend to model rereading of the same text for several times, they
need to select the Epochs. Users will be prompted to enter the number of epochs. One epoch
corresponds to rereading once, two epochs to rereading twice, and so on.
The final feature in this section is the Initial Connection Matrix option. This option
allows the simulation of rereading or of reading of multiple texts. Through this option, the
simulation will take a connection matrix as an input and build a new memory representation
using the pre-existing connection matrix as a starting point. As a result, the program allows users
to open an old connection matrix and take it as an input. When users select ‘Current matrix’ they
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can simulate rereading of the same text. When users select ‘Load File’ they can specify as an
input any other matrix. The only limitation here is that the initial matrix must contain all
concepts from both matrices, even those set to zero.
IV. Run or Cancel
After setting the values in the Model menu, the user hits ‘Run’ to run the program. The
program will take only a few seconds to display the results. If one wishes to cancel, simply hit
‘Cancel’.
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THE MODEL OUTPUT
Looking at the Results
The program gives five output files in an Excel Workbook format. These files are
labeled: Parameter, Input, Activation, Connection, and Retrieval (Figure 3).

Figure 3. The Model Output
I. Parameter
In this file, users will find all the information regarding the settings of the simulation.
These include the text input, the types of connections and their values, the delta rule, working
memory capacity, whether the retrieval mode was enabled or not, cohort effect, learning rate, and
the number of reading cycles. This file is important as a reference for the user.
II. Input
In the input file users will find the input matrix. The input matrix is a matrix that
includes all the text units and their values as defined by the user. The first column contains all
the cue words in the order they were entered in the [Unit Area]. The other columns correspond to
each one of the reading cycles in the order of input. For example, in the first cycle the text units
‘poor’, ‘old’, and ‘woman’ were mentioned. Because ‘m’ mentioning was given the value ‘5’ in
the model, these values will appear for each of these three concepts.
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III. Activation
In the activation output users will find a matrix table. This table includes all the text units
and the activation values they received in each reading cycle. This matrix shows comprehension
as it unfolds, online (Figure 4) and differs from the Input matrix that simply depicts types of
activation.

Figure 4. The Activation Matrix
Each row shows the history of activation for each text unit across the reading cycles. In this
example, the text unit ‘poor’ received ‘5’ on the first cycle, ‘3’ on the second, ‘.437’ on the third,
and so on. The last column provides the sum of activation that a unit has received over the course
of reading. For example, the unit ‘poor’ received ‘10.52’ total activation over the course of
reading of the entire text. Each column represents a reading cycles and shows the activation
values each text unit received. In this example, the first reading cycle had a total activation of 15,
evenly distributed among three text units, ‘poor’, ‘old’, and ‘woman’.
IV. Connection
In this output users will find a matrix table that includes the strength of the connections
between all the text units (Figure 5). These connections create a network between all the text
units. Connections between units vary in strength, as indicated by the different connection values
in the matrix. In this example, the text unit ‘poor’ is connected with the other text units at various
degrees (first row). For instance, ‘poor’ is more strongly connected to ‘old’ (1.392) than to ‘hill’
(.201). The main diagonal is the connection strength value for each concept with itself. For
instance, the auto connection strength for ‘old’ is 1.941, for ‘woman’ is 6.278, and so on. These
auto connection values are a function of the total activation these units received over the course
of reading but also the degree to which they have become connected to other units.
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Figure 5. The Connection Matrix

V. Retrieval
In this file, the program suggests a retrieval order of the text units based on a two-stage
retrieval mechanism. The program retrieves the first text unit based on the sum of their total
activation values across all reading cycles. Starting from this retrieved text unit, the program
searches for and retrieves the text unit with largest connection strength with the first retrieved
unit. This searching and retrieving process iterates until it exhausts all the text units or it reaches
the retrieval threshold. The output gives two columns. The first column includes the text unit
whereas the second column includes their connection value.
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SAVING THE RESULTS
We recommend saving the results in the Excel format and opening the files in Excel for
further analysis. To save the input file with extension .lm (such as the one in Figure 1), users
need to select File at the menu bar and choose Save As to specify a file name. Users can open
this file for later editing. To save or edit results of the LS model (such as input matrix, activation
matrix, the resulting connection matrix, or the retrieval matrix), users can use the Launch
Worksheet Designer under the Display function of the Menu bar. This will work like Excel
spreadsheet.
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OTHER FEATURES OF VERSION 1.0
This version of LS model is equipped with several additional features (to give
suggestions for additional features, please contact the authors).
Reading Delay
The model has ‘delay’ capabilities that allow one to simulate the hypothetical situation
that readers wait for a while before continuing reading the next cycle. The program allows users
to simulate this by attaching an integer enclosed by a pair of parenthesis at the end of a particular
reading cycle (without a comma between the last proposition/event and the parenthesis) under
the [Activation Type Area] section. The integer will qualitatively mimic the waiting time interval
and this integer will make the program insert a reading cycle with zero activation (see Example
2; file Demo2.lm on page 16). Alternatively, users can simply insert several rows of zero
activation values at the proper places in the .lm file and run the program. This might have an
impact on the results of the final mental representation of the text. If a delay is inserted between
text statements it simulates reflection on the last information in the last input cycle; if is inserted
at the end of the text it simulates the gradual decay of the final vector after completing reading of
the story.
Rereading
Additionally, this version of the LS program has rereading or multiple text capabilities.
This means that the program will take a connection matrix as an input and build a new memory
representation on top of the pre-existing connection matrix. As a result, the program allows users
to open an old connection matrix and take it as an input and reread. Conversely, the LS program
allows users to save a connection matrix easily for later rereading or reading of a new text. The
only limitation is that the initial matrix must include all concepts that will appear in the current
matrix, even if they have to be set to zero.
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EXAMPLE 1 (Demo1.lm)
[Text Area]
Once there was a poor, old woman.
Together with her husband she lived in the forest.
One day she was walking in the hills.
She came upon the entrance to a tiger's cave.
She wanted one of the tiger's whiskers.
She wanted to make a medicine of the whisker for her husband.
She put a bowl of food in front of the entrance to the cave.
She softly sang a song which put her the tiger to sleep.
The old Woman quickly pulled out one of the whiskers.
Very quickly, she ran down the hill.
Panting, she came home.
She was very pleased.
[Unit Area]
poor,old,woman
live,forest,husband
walk,hill
came upon,entrance,tiger,cave
want,whisker
make a medicine
put,bowl of food,in front
sang a song,put sleep
pulled out
ran
pant,came home
pleased
[Activation Type Area]
m,m,m,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0
e,e,r,m,m,m,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0
0,0,r,e,e,0,m,m,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0
0,0,c,0,0,0,e,e,m,m,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0
0,0,r,0,0,0,0,0,c,c,m,r,m,m,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0
0,0,c,0,0,m,0,0,e,e,e,e,m,m,m,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0
0,0,r,0,0,0,0,0,0,m,0,m,c,r,c,m,m,m,0,0,0,0,0,0,0
0,0,c,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,m,0,0,0,r,e,e,e,m,m,0,0,0,0,0
0,m,m,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,c,m,r,0,0,0,e,e,m,0,0,0,0
0,0,c,0,0,e,e,m,0,0,0,0,0,c,0,0,0,0,0,0,c,m,0,0,0
0,0,r,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,r,m,m,0
0,0,c,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,c,0,0,0,0,0,0,c,0,r,r,m
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EXAMPLE 2 (Demo2.lm)
[Text Area]
Once there was a poor, old woman.
Together with her husband she lived in the forest.
One day she was walking in the hills.
She came upon the entrance to a tiger's cave.
She wanted one of the tiger's whiskers.
She wanted to make a medicine of the whisker for her husband.
She put a bowl of food in front of the entrance to the cave.
She softly sang a song which put her the tiger to sleep.
The old Woman quickly pulled out one of the whiskers.
Very quickly, she ran down the hill.
Panting, she came home.
She was very pleased.
[Unit Area]
poor,old,woman
live,forest,husband
walk,hill
came upon,entrance,tiger,cave
want,whisker
make a medicine
put,bowl of food,in front
sang a song,put sleep
pulled out
ran
pant,came home
pleased
[Activation Type Area]
m,m,m,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0(3)
e,e,r,m,m,m,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0
0,0,r,e,e,0,m,m,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0
0,0,c,0,0,0,e,e,m,m,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0
0,0,r,0,0,0,0,0,c,c,m,r,m,m,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0
0,0,c,0,0,m,0,0,e,e,e,e,m,m,m,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0
0,0,r,0,0,0,0,0,0,m,0,m,c,r,c,m,m,m,0,0,0,0,0,0,0(5)
0,0,c,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,m,0,0,0,r,e,e,e,m,m,0,0,0,0,0
0,m,m,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,c,m,r,0,0,0,e,e,m,0,0,0,0
0,0,c,0,0,e,e,m,0,0,0,0,0,c,0,0,0,0,0,0,c,m,0,0,0
0,0,r,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,r,m,m,0
0,0,c,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,c,0,0,0,0,0,0,c,0,r,r,m(3)
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ERROR MESSAGES
Most of the error messages occur in user’s attempt to parse the model. This is because of errors
in the proposition or activation value areas.
Error Message: “Some activation value is not correct!”
This indicates an error in the [Activation Types Area]. It is possible that you have an extra space,
or you miss a space.
Error Message: “There are not enough numbers of activation values in some cycle!”
This is the most common error message and it could indicate a number of things:
1. A comma was omitted
2. A commas was inserted at the end of a cycle
3. The number of activation values per cycle is not the same
4. The number of cycles in the [Activation Types Area] does not match the number of
cycles indicated in the [Unit Area] or vice versa.
5. Inconsistent space between commas and activation values (e.g., [c, 0,m] instead of
[c,0,m] )
Error Message “Some user-defined Activation Values have not been set!”
This error message will occur when you attempt to run the program and there are undefined
activation variables. You will be automatically prompt to define those variables.

